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Save the 2016 dates

Make a Meaningful Gift—Monthly
A monthly gift makes a lasting impact and improves lives in
our community. A recurring gift is easy and takes
only minutes online. You choose the monthly
amount and where your gift is directed. You
can decide today to help SNMH Foundation
fulfill our mission to provide quality healthcare
close to home.
Visit—www.SupportSierraNevada.org

and click

March 16
Martinis and A Movie
June 6
SNMH Golf Classic
July 16
Starry, Starry Nights

Advanced Healthcare Directives
An advanced healthcare directive documents your specific wishes concerning
your medical treatments for the future. As part of our commitment to providing
individualized, compassionate care, Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital
Foundation has advanced healthcare directive forms available.
For more information on advanced directives or to receive a copy of the
Five Wishes form, please contact SNMH Foundation at (530) 477-9700.

Visit us at www.SupportSierraNevada.org

Our Mission: To nurture the spirit of generosity and volunteerism in the community, we focus our philanthropic
efforts on fostering quality healthcare of the highest standards for Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital.

Remember Me!
The Face behind Dementia

Imagine how devastating it is to find out that you
or a loved one has been diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s or a related dementia, especially if
you have little or no help close to home.
Nationally, the Alzheimer’s Association
reports that one in eight older American’s has
Alzheimer’s which indicates nearly 3,000 local residents are dealing with
Alzheimer's or dementia today! With no other caregiver support
services available for this population, one vital program—the
Alzheimer’s Outreach Program—is making a huge difference.
A recent community needs assessment highlighted Alzheimer’s and related dementias as one of the top issues in our area. As the only
caregiver support service of this kind in our community, it is imperative
that the services of the Alzheimer’s Outreach Program be expanded to
serve the thousands of people impacted locally. Remember Me! The
Face Behind Dementia movement will help expand the Alzheimer’s
Outreach Program at Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital and Hospital

Caring for those in
times of Crisis!

One of these days when you least
expect it, you or a loved one may
become sick or injured and will need
to go to Sierra Nevada Memorial
Hospital’s emergency room. Even
under ideal circumstances, it is a scary
experience. The dread of an unforeseen diagnosis can be overwhelming.
In that moment, all you care about is
making sure that the emergency room
has everything needed to ensure the
best treatment possible. The good
news is our emergency room
physicians and staff save many lives
and alleviate suffering every day.
To do their job, however, we need to
ensure the emergency department has
the technology and equipment needed
to handle whatever comes through the
door. Imagine for a moment working
in an environment where at any given
point -- day or night, 24 hours a day, 7
days a week–people will walk through

www.SupportSierraNevada.org
@SNMHFoundation
Facebook.com/SupportSierraNevada
If you wish to be removed from our
mailing list, please send a brief note
to the above address or e-mail.

Foundation. Funds raised will help with the following:
● Telephone and in person counseling including crisis support services
● Respite care support
● Yes I Can Caregiver Empowerment Series
● Community Outreach and Education
How can you help? We all have the power to heal. Join the 1,000 at
$100! Imagine 1,000 people joining together to support “the face
behind dementia” with an impactful gift of $100 or more. These 1,000
people—combined with grants, corporate support and other larger
donations—will help raise $200,000 to expand the Alzheimer’s Outreach
Program and help so many people in our community.
Please join the movement! Enclosed is a gift envelope.
Visit our website at www.SupportSierraNevada.org.

the door with any type of ailment or
injury. SNMH Foundation is working
to secure $230,000 in community
donations to meet unfunded critical
(Continued on back inside cover)
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Happy holidays to you and your loved ones from Sierra Nevada Memorial
Hospital Foundation board and staff.
Thanks and giving….two of my favorite words! How can I not love them as
they represent everything we strive for at Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital
Foundation! The staff and board believe strongly in our mission to support
our local hospital and the healthcare needs of our community. Giving isn’t
to benefit the Hospital Foundation; it benefits you, your loved ones, friends
and those most vulnerable in our community. Thank you for your past contributions. I
hope you will join us by giving again this year.
I choose to give because this community is near and dear to my heart. While I know
someday I will likely need hospital services, today I feel good knowing I am helping to
ensure the best healthcare options for those that need us now.
In talking with people throughout the community about our hospital, one of the questions I
am asked is why people have to travel down the hill for care in some circumstances. It’s a
fair question. Whether a hospital is in a rural community such as ours, or in a major
metropolitan urban area, it cannot be all things to all people. It is simply impossible.
Healthcare has advanced so far over the last one hundred years that no one entity can manage the staffing, equipment, technology, expertise, and cost. Hospitals today are making informed decisions on what services should be offered at their facility and where they can
partner with other sites. For example, we do not manage heart surgeries locally. If you need
heart surgery, you want a surgeon that does surgery every single day. Even with our large
senior population, we don’t have that volume of patients up here.
To provide the best care possible, partnerships are vital. For example, we partner with
Mercy Heart and Vascular Institute in Sacramento which is one of the best in the country.
Cardiac patients are diagnosed here, can then be seamlessly transported to Sacramento for
surgery, and can then return back home for post-care and cardiac rehab. Today more than
ever, the Hospital, Hospital Foundation, clinics, physicians, and county health services staff
are working together to identify what medical needs, procedures, care and services should
be managed locally. Sometimes the right decisions are the most difficult to make.
Additionally, there are areas we must ensure are always at their best. The emergency
department, for example, must be ready to handle both everyday and crisis situations. That
is why raising funds for emergency and critical care equipment is important this year.
Broader community challenges like Alzheimer’s and dementia mentioned on the front page
also need to be a priority because it impacts so many in our community.
Giving for most is a very personal decision. Gifts of all sizes are important as we have
needs both big and small. Thank you for being part of our hospital family. We are so
very grateful that we are making a difference because of you!
I wish you good health.

Kimberly Parker, CFRE
Executive Director
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Caring for those in times of Crisis!
Continued from front page

care and emergency needs at Sierra Nevada
Memorial Hospital. Examples include
additional Telemetry stations to monitor
vital signs of the critically ill, a crash cart
and ventilator to provide immediate
response to cardiac and respiratory arrests,
a blood analyzer used for testing and
making critical decisions, and more! Your
gift will mean the difference of life or death
for someone. It may be a stranger, or one

We can’t all save lives, but we
can support those that do!
day it may be a loved one, friend, neighbor,
or even you. For more information, please
contact SNMHF at (530) 477-9700.

Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital Foundation

Tips to prepare for an Emergency Department visit
One in three Americans will need to visit a hospital emergency
room this year. ED visits in the U.S. are increasing for a variety of
economic and social reasons. While there are many aspects of
emergency care that you can’t predict or control, there are some
things that you can do to optimize the likelihood that the
experience will be less miserable and more beneficial.
1. Create a cheat sheet of medications, dosages, dispense times,
allergies, recent illnesses, summary of medical history.
2. Have ready your insurance information, social security number,
date of birth, and emergency contacts.
3. Bring copies of legal documents such as medical power of
attorney and living will.
4. Don’t forget physician and employer phone numbers and
addresses.
5. Pack a “just in case” bag that includes clothes, undergarments,
reading glasses, toiletries, a book or magazine and family photo or
an item that will bring comfort to you.
6. Have a quick snack pack with a water bottle for the person that
will be accompanying you.

Tribute—a meaningful way to honor birthdays,

weddings, anniversaries, births or other special occasions.
Surprise someone with a special donation in their honor.

Memorial—gifts honor the memory of someone

who has passed away and provides an opportunity to show
sympathy to a family by doing something that will benefit
others.

You can make a donation online at
www.SupportSierraNevada.org
or mail to:
SNMH Foundation
PO Box 1810
Grass Valley, CA 95945
For more information, please contact
Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital Foundation
at (530) 477-9700.

Wound Care Services
Nearly everyone will experience an open wound at some point
in his/her life. Open wound injuries involve a break in
internal or external body tissue, usually involving the skin.
Falls, accidents with sharp objects, and car accidents are the
most common causes of open wounds.
Most open wounds are minor and can be treated at home.
However, Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital’s Center for
Wound Healing and Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy focuses on
the treatment of chronic, non-healing wounds. Services are
comprehensive and include Antibiotic Therapy, Diabetes
Education, Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy, Surgical Intervention,
Wound Prevention and more.
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy

Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy helps with faster wound treatment by stimulating
circulation which promotes healing. It is simple, non-invasive, and painless. It can be helpful for many
treatments including soft tissue infections, thermal burns, crush injuries, diabetes and other related wounds.
For more information about the Wound Center, call (530) 272-8619.
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Falls Prevention— SNMH Foundation Program makes a difference.
By Cynthia Schuetz

"I stopped using ladders." "I removed throw rugs and purchased new shoes." "I carry less items/groceries into the
house from the car-make two, three trips." These are some of the things seniors tell us they have done when they
come to the Falls Prevention Coalition's annual community event. We love learning that people take action and are
moving from knowing to doing, because, of course, it's the "doing" that makes a difference.
The Falls Prevention Coalition has been working since Spring 2006 to reduce Nevada County seniors' risk of falling.
Recently we became a program of SNMH Foundation, an exciting development in our evolution. We make a
difference and our county's seniors are safer and
able to maintain their independence longer since
we began our work. However, the data we get
from the State doesn't tell us the slowly
decreasing number of people age 65+ being
admitted to the hospital because of a fall is
thanks to the education we've been doing...too
many other factors could have contributed to the
decline in numbers. That's why hearing from
people who have come to our events is so
gratifying.
People tell us, "I'm more cognizant of dog toys,"
because we've told them pets and their toys are a
falls risk. And we've heard, "I always turn the
light on when I enter a dark room," because they
know good lighting is important to staying safe. "We pick up books, etc., that we leave on the floor," since they
learned clutter contributes to falls. One person told us they installed grab bars, an important component to
staying safe in the most dangerous room in the house, the bathroom. Another said they are taking Tai Chi; another
began taking the "Balance & Strength Class" offered by the hospital, both knowing staying strong is critical to
reducing their risk of falling.
So we take heart that seniors in our community are learning they can reduce their risk of falling by making changes,
even small ones. We will continue to offer our annual event. We also will keep making presentations to community
groups and working with the medical community and first responders so they become part of the solution. And we
began the Forever Young Senior Chorus because it keeps people active, engaged and moving. Even though we don't
have hard data to tell us, individual seniors tell us: we're making a difference.
For information visit: www.mynevadacounty.com

“WHEELS FOR WELLNESS”
SNMH Foundation Vehicle Donation Program

Recently Barbara DeGraw donated to our
Wheels for Wellness program. Barbara
feels“because the hospital plays such an
important and vital role in our community
it was an easy choice to donate my car to
SNMH Foundation. They made it so easy
with just a call to the SNMHF office. They
picked up the car, sold it and gave me a
receipt for more than I could have gotten if
I had done all the work myself.”
If you would like to donate a car, boat,
RV, motorcycle, & more
call (530) 477-9700
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SNMH Program helping to keep our community healthy.
“Thank you SNMH for the Strength & Balance & Big Movement & Loud
classes you provide at a very reasonable price. My husband has a terrible
disease, Progressive Supranuclear Palsy. These classes have helped his balance,
reinforced ways of moving to reduce the chance of falls and helped strengthen
his muscles. This is all very important in keeping him safe and mobile. But,
even more than that, these classes have built his confidence and self-esteem.
The wonderful instructors and participants have become a support group, for a
man who has never wanted to join a
support group.”
“When he first started attending a couple
of months ago, he told me he would try it,
but didn’t plan on staying for a long time.
Now, he doesn’t want to miss a session. It gives him a purpose each day. He
sees other people who are facing health challenges and he doesn’t feel so alone.
And, he is much safer in his movement and has maintained his ability to take
our dogs for a walk. Ken is grateful, and I am grateful to see him excited
for something each day.” Sincerely, Lori Frank.
For information regarding SNMH classes, please contact the Wellness Center (530) 274-6124

Ways to Give
As the end of the year approaches, you may be considering a gift to a charity that benefits our community. If
so, careful planning should be undertaken to make sure you and the non-profit benefit by the type and form
of your gift.
GIFTS OF SECURITIES
The best stocks to donate are those that have increased in value. In
order to preserve tax advantages, it is critical that you transfer the physical
securities rather than the proceeds from a sale. This way you avoid capital
gains taxes but receive a charitable deduction for the full fair market value.
GIFTS OF LIFE INSURANCE
You can make a gift using life insurance by naming the charity as either the
owner of the policy or the beneficiary. If you make the charity owner of the
policy, you can claim an income tax deduction for the amount equal to the
lower of the fair market value or cost basis. In addition, if you continue to
pay premiums on a policy the charity owns, you can deduct the premium
payments.
CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITY (CGA)
If you are 60 or older, you might consider donating money or stock to fund
a CGA to pay you a fixed income for life. CGAs entitle you to an immediate
income tax deduction based on the present value of your future gift.
As you can see, your tax benefits depend on what you give and when you
give it. We would be glad to assist you and your financial advisors with the
details of your gift.
Please call (530) 477-9700 for more information.
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Community Partner Spotlight

John Volz and his team have been supporters of the
SNMH Foundation and the Barbara Schmidt Millar
Celebration of Life Women’s Triathlon for many years
as well as other great causes in our community.

Volz Bros. Auto is not only a leader in environmentally
conscious auto repair in Nevada County but a shop
with cutting edge technology specializing in the repair
and service of Subaru, Toyota, Honda, Acura and
Lexus since 1982. We applaud Volz Bros. and it is our pleasure to acknowledge this wonderful business as our
community partner and to say thank you. www.volzbros.com

Volunteer Voice

If you are looking for a unique and meaningful holiday
gift, consider a beautiful Cancer Center bracelet handmade
by volunteers. Two available options include one with a
variety of colored glass beads representing 12 different
types of cancers and another with pink glass beads for
breast cancer. The bracelets come in an organza bag and
are small and compact if you want to mail it off to
someone. Bracelets are available at the Hospital
Foundation office, at the SNMH Cancer Center, and
Hospital Gift Shop for a $20 donation. This beautiful
bracelet is a wonderful gift in honor or memory of a loved
one or friend. Volunteers to make bracelets are needed.
For more information, please contact the SNMH
Foundation at (530)477-9700.

Wendy Trankle, new bracelet coordinator, and Carol Hauswirth, previous coordinator, volunteer their time to create these inspirational bracelets.

SHARE THE
SPIRIT
SNMH
Employees give
back too!

Supported through employee contributions, the Share the Spirit program at Sierra Nevada
Memorial Hospital provides funds for projects that positively impact employees, patients,
our Hospital, and the community. Volunteer Spirit Leaders identify unfunded hospital needs
as well as manage a crisis and needy family fund. Over 150 employees currently give back to
their hospital through the annual Share the Spirit Employee Giving Campaign.
“I enjoy seeing our projects come to fruition, be it the employee garden or the boards located in
each patient’s room. It’s a great feeling to know that Share the Spirit provided these
items. As long as I am able to I wish to be a part of STS."
~ Lisa Guilbault, longtime STS member and SNMH Employee

Thank You

“Never underestimate that a small group
of thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world. Indeed, it’s the only
thing that ever has.” - Margret Mead

Thank you to the organizers and participants in the many community events
this past year. These events raise funds, awareness to many SNMH Foundation
programs, and brings our community together.
If you are interested in holding an event to benefit SNMH Foundation,
please contact the SNMHF office at (530) 477-9700.
Bear River High School Leadership—football fundraiser
Fast and Fit Women’s Gym—community shred
Friar Tucks—October’s Tatatini fundraiser
Grass Valley Downtown Association—Ladies Night Out
Kim Carnahan—Stella & Dot fundraiser
Lake Wildwood Lady Niners—golf tournament
Mill Street Clothing Co.—Pink fundraiser
Old Barn Storage—e-waste drive
Pink Night—NUHS girls volleyball senior project
Sierra Cinema—“Still Alice” movie night
Smiley Guys Smokehouse
SNMH Employees—October Jean Fridays
The Union’s Paint the Town Pink
Paint the Town Pink Teams:
The Pink Boulders, Soapbox Derby Car Team TaTa
NU Senior, Allie Griffis & CalFire Stations: Columbia Hill, Smartsville,
Nevada City/GVAAB, Battalion 11/Battalion 13, and TGU
A special thank you to our SNMH Foundation Board,
Event Committee Members, Volunteers, Ambassadors,
and the SNMH Auxiliary who continue to give their
time, talent, treasure, and love.

